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Renowned designers 
NorStone édition relies on expert French artisanship, but 
also on the creative strengths of its designers. Each piece 
is the culmination of the work of a designer who emobdies 
that French Touch and all the designs are signed by the 
work of the artist. This procedure allows us to give real 
personality to each piece so each NorStone édition model 
is authentic, while maintaining a very contemporary design 
aesthetic. This is the philosophy behind all of the pieces in 
the NorStone édition collection.

StoneGloss Technology
The NorStone édition Valmy features StoneGloss finish 
to ensure longevity, permanent gloss, and a unique look 
in no less than 34 colours available. The StoneGloss has 
the uncommon advantage of being tinted all through the 
material, so it has an exceptionally deep tone. This also 
means it’s possible to correct any stripes that may appear. 
This substance literally adorns the element it covers. 

French Intuition
NorStone is moving forward, and for the first time it is 
getting out to market a range of furnishings manufactured 
in France. With NorStone édition, our desire is to surround 
ourselves with the best expertise throughout the industry 

in France. To get there, our model relies on our genuine 
French expertise. Quality of manufacturing, personalized 
products and creation in Burgundy are the defining terms 
for the new NorStone édition collection.



To accompany the launch of the «édition» line, NorStone 
is thrilled to introduce Valmy, the first TV stand designed 
and built for curved screens. It features rounded and 
softened lines, so it matches perfectly with the contours 
of your set. It has two curved drawers across the entire 
width to match the dimensions of new TV sets. 

An exceptional range

Jullien Thaler 
Designer product:  after 10 years in a Paris agency, he 
joined the AV Industry Group in 2010 to work with the 
company’s various brands.
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Specifications
Width : 1500 mm
Height : 525 mm
Depth : 500 mm

Width drawers : 678 mm
Height drawers : 140 mm
Deep drawers : 330 mm

Packaging : delivered mounted cabinet
Packing : (L * D * H) 1570 * 610 * 680 mm / 91 kg
Feet : Height adjustable

Tea bearable Weight : 60 kg
Finish : StoneGloss
Structure : veneered particle board
Furniture Weight : 70 kg

Available in 2015 : 34 new colors

SKU black : NORVALABK
Code EAN black : 3760221802742

Dimensions

34 differents colors
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Using space
670 x 320 x 150


